Zajac Ranch Meeting Space and Activity Booking
Event Space Rental
There are additional costs to renting some of our spaces- Please review below and indicate on the bottom of your
schedule if you will be requiring any of these spaces on any of the days you are here.
Area

Half Day – 2 activity blocks

Full Day – 4 activity blocks

Gym

$200

$300

Aboriginal Arts and
Culture Center

$300

$500

Pool

With Zajac Ranch lifeguard
$450

The group provides certified
lifeguard
$350.00

With Zajac Ranch
lifeguard
$600

The group provides
certified lifeguard
$500

Unless the group requires specific changes, each activity block is typically 70min; 2 rotations will be scheduled for the morning and
two for the afternoon. By the end of the day each participant will have taken part in 4 different activities. The pool may be used in
the evening, in addition to the day activities, in which case please book it for half a day (approx. 2h20min)

Activity Cost
Activity
Horseback Riding & Petting Zoo

Half Day- 2 activity blocks

Full Day- 4 activity blocks

$150 per horse
Max 4 horses, max 8 kids per horse = max 32
children

$250.00 per horse
Maximum 4 horses, max 8 kids per horse = 64
children

The petting zoo is free of charge when booked
with horseback riding. Participants will go to the
petting zoo while waiting for their turn to ride

The petting zoo is free of charge when booked with
horseback riding. Participants will go to the petting
zoo while waiting for their turn to ride

$100.00 per instructor
1 instructor recommended

$160.00 per instructor
1 instructor recommended

$150.00 per instructor

$250.00 per instructor

Vertical Playground

$150.00 per instructor
Minimum of 2 instructors

$250.00 per instructor
Minimum of 2 instructors

High Ropes Challenge Course

$150.00 per instructor
Minimum of 2 instructors

$250.00 per instructor
Minimum of 2 instructors

$150.00 per instructor

$250.00 per instructor

Climbing Wall

$150.00 per instructor
2 instructors recommended

$250.00 per instructor
2 instructors recommended

Archery

$150.00 per instructor
1 instructor recommended

$250.00 per instructor
1 instructor recommended

Petting Zoo as an activity block

Flying Squirrel

Low Ropes Team Development
Course

Canoeing & Kayaking
(Available June- September)

$150.00 per instructor
Lifeguard required. If the group cannot provide a
lifeguard, the ranch will staff one for half a day
for an additional $100

$250.00 per instructor
Lifeguard required. If the group cannot provide a
lifeguard, the ranch will staff one for half a day for an
additional $150

Photo Scavenger Hunt

$100.00 per instructor
1 instructor recommended

$160.00 per instructor
1 instructor recommended

Orienteering

$100.00 per instructor
1 instructor recommended

$160.00 per instructor
1 instructor recommended

$150.00 per instructor

$250.00 per instructor

*See pool specific area rental

*See pool specific area rental

$100.00
The Skynet must be supervised by an adult.

$160.00
The Skynet must be supervised by an adult.

$160
If the group cannot provide an adult to supervise
it, the ranch will staff one for half a day for an
additional $60

$220
If the group cannot provide an adult to supervise it,
the ranch will staff one for the whole day for an
additional $100

Team Building

Pool
Skynet without instructor

Skynet with instructor

Evening Campfire led by Zajac
Ranch staff

$150 (includes 1-3 staff; duration of the campfire 1h50 – 2hrs)

Talent show led by Zajac Ranch
staff

$150 (includes 1-3 staff; duration of the talent show 1h50 – 2hrs )

Field Games

$150 (includes 1-3 staff; duration of the field games 1h50 – 2hrs )

Activity Descriptions
Flying Squirrel
70 minute rotations
Instructors Required - 1 -2 depending on group size
This is a new team challenge allows the climber to control their ascent off the ground. The flying squirrel is an outdoor
element where one participant (climber) is pulled up into the air by a haul team consisting of all remaining group
members. As the team members run forward they lift the climber off the ground to experience weightlessness. The
climber can yell stop at any point if have gone high enough. Teamwork, patience, and encouragement among the group
are essential to run this activity.
Vertical Playground
70 minute rotations/max participants 12 per rotation group (1-2 climbers at a time)
Instructors Required: Minimum of 2
Vertical Playground is a new climbing structure built off the back of our climbing wall and can be run as a team or
individual challenge. One must try to climb swinging tires and logs to reach the top. If multiple climbers start at the same
time they can help each other reach higher heights. If two people make it to the top together they can hold hands and
lean backwards, trusting each other and the belay, while overlooking the tops of trees, with a view at the highest place
at Zajac Ranch.

High Ropes Alpine Challenge Course
70 minute rotations / max participants 12 per rotation group
Instructors Required: Minimum of 2
The high ropes program is designed to challenge each camper to achieve personal goals and stretch their comfort zone
to create success. Whether it is climbing the ladder, putting on a harness or completing the full element, 30ft off of the
ground, each camper chooses how far they want to go and can discover things they thought they could never do.
*Please indicate if you will have participants with different physical abilities so we can best prepare for your group*
Low Ropes Team Development Course
70 minute rotations / max participants 12 per rotation group
Instructors Required: 1
Our low ropes course offers a variety of challenges to develop both team and personal goals in a safe and supportive
environment. The course may be used recreationally or as a tool to work on specific outcomes such as teambuilding and
communication. Our low ropes program consists of over 5 different low ropes challenges.
Climbing Wall
70 minute rotations / max participants 12 per rotation group
Instructors Required- Minimum of 1, 2 recommended
Learn the basics of rock climbing on the Zajac Ranch rock climbing wall. Utilizing a similar philosophy as for our High
Ropes activity; each camper can challenge themselves by simply putting on a harness, roping up, climbing the rope
ladder, or, the entire climbing wall. Here, anyone pushing the boundaries of their comfort zone is achieving success.
Horseback Riding
70 minute rotations / max participants 12 per rotation group
Instructors provided and included in the price- 1 instructor per horse
Participants will go on a 15min ride and will have an instructor leading each horse. They will also have the chance to
interact with a variety of petting zoo animals including a donkey, pony, alpacas, rabbits, goats, sheep and our cat! Please
ensure that your group size does not exceed our capacity, listed on the table above. Our group capacity is subject to
the wellbeing of the horses on the week the group attends the ranch. Please ensure that all horses are available at the
time of booking.
Archery
70 minute rotations / max participants 12 per rotation group
Instructors Required- 1
Our archery range was constructed with beginner-level archers in mind. The range is equipped with 20 and 30 pound
bows, perfect for junior Robin Hoods! Participants learn basic archery skills, safety, and technique.
Canoeing & Kayaking
(Available June- September)
70 minute rotations / max participants 12 per rotation group
Instructors Required- 2
Participants learn canoe, kayaking and waterfront safety, sculling strokes like the pry and draw, steering strokes like the
C and J strokes, and how to most effectively splash your friends! *Only available from June - September if water levels
are cooperative. If the water levels are not adequate the week before your arrival, you will be contacted by a member of
staff and offered an alternative.
.

Orienteering
70 minute rotations / max participants 12 per rotation group
Instructors Required- 1
Participants learn about the Earth’s magnetic field and how it relates to the way a compass works. Once they learn
about the parts of the compass and discover how to use it, the students will test their new skills to navigate through our
compass course.
Team Building
70 minute rotations / max participants 12 per rotation group
Instructors Required- 1-2 dependent of group size
Communication and cooperation is an important concept that should be taught at an early age. This class will begin to
teach the younger students important teamwork skills through high energy and extremely fun field games.
Photo Scavenger Hunt
70 minute rotations / max participants 12 per rotation group
Instructors Required- 1
A great way to get to know the Ranch is to participate in our Picture Perfect Scavenger Hunt! The hunt is a great way for
new groups to become aware of all areas of camp and for returning groups to be challenged with placing the location of
the object in the photo which they may not have noticed in the past.
Pool
70 minute rotations for full day booking group rotations / 3 Hour block group swim
Instructors Required- 1 lifeguard
40ft X 80ft therapeutic swimming pool and hot tub complete with an interactive water feature. Our western-themed
pool and hot tub facility is a fantastic way to wind down after a day full of activities.
**You may also provide your own Lifeguard waive the Lifeguard Instructor Fee
Skynet
70 minute rotations / max participants 12 per rotation group
Instructors Required- 1 supervising adult
Come take a bounce in our trees! SlackLife BC has built a trampoline park for us in the Zajac Ranch Forest. Come take a
look are our two canopy nets and bounce the day away or just relax to the sounds of Stave lake and the surrounding
forest.

Evening Activities
Campfire
Instructors Required- 2-3 dependent of group size
Feel the warmth as Zajac Ranch leaders regale campers with various sing-a-long camp standards! Zajac Ranch leaders
will handle all
campfire duties and ensure camper participation – you might want to bring ear plugs!

Talent Show
Instructors Required- 2-3 dependent of group size

Show us how you shine! Bring your best musical instrument; display your talents, dance, sing, perform! Our
amphitheater is an ideal
location for the show! Zajac Ranch can provide an MC and signup sheet (groups please review your campers’
performances before the
big night!).

Self-Led Activities
We have equipment and facilities for the following Self-Led Activities that do not require a Zajac Ranch Staff to facilitate
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Indoor Hockey
indoor Basketball
Parachute Games
Yoga (will supply mats)
Various sporting equipment available for free with group sign-out
Field Games
Western Street – Take photos in front of our Jail, post office, barber shop, bank and hotel!
Baseball on our playing field
Soccer on our playing field
Volleyball (outdoor court)
Horseshoes
Bocce Ball
Movie Nights – TV/VHS access in lodge lounges (no snacks allowed in lodge lounges!)
Building Driftwood structures on Stave Lake shoreline
Hiking on Stake Lake shoreline
Campfire at Amphitheatre

... The options are endless at Zajac Ranch!

Booking Instructions
Please read through the following instructions in order to make the schedule for your group with the Ranch Staff:
●

The Zajac Ranch Staff will be running each of the activities you will be booking unless you indicate a box is “SelfLed”. Please read through the list of activities to know how many staff you will be booking, this will be reflected
in your invoice.

●

Your organisation/school is responsible for bringing enough staff/volunteers/chaperones to support and take
responsibility of your students or participants while they move through the activities, during rest hours, down
times and during the evening.

●

Meal times are pre-set at 8:30 Breakfast, 12:30 Lunch and 5:30 Dinner.

●

The maximum number of participants in activity rotation group is 12. Please divide your participants into groups
accordingly. Example If you are bringing 60 participants, you will divide them into at least 5 groups and then
need to select at least 5 activities for them to rotate through.

●

Our Day Time Activity blocks are 70 minutes long. This allows for a reasonable amount of time for each child to
have a go at the activities. Adequate transition time is factored in the schedules and it allows for participants to
get across camp in time for an activity.

●

Water stations will be placed around camp when necessary. Please ensure that your participants bring water
bottles as single use bottles and cups will not be provided.

●

Evening Activity blocks- You can choose between a Zajac Staff run campfire, talent show or swim time at the
pool. Alternatively, you can run the evening block independently.

●

You should select as many activities as groups you will have rotating through them.

●

If you would like to run a full group session that would be led by a member from your group or your own
organized leader, please indicate so by selecting “Self-led” during the corresponding program blocks.

●

Above you will be able to review our activity descriptions and select the activities you would like run. Please
note, you should select as many activities as groups you would have rotating through them. For example- if you
have a group of 48 people, you will divide them into minimum of 4 groups and select a minimum of 4 activities
that we will rotate through. You can always have more activities run by your own group or choose to have a
block dedicated to a full group activity run by your own group. Just select “Self-led” for those activity blocks.

●

Please use an “X” to indicate the activities you are selecting per activity block.

●

If you are booking the pool for the half a day block- Please only select the “Swim” activity in both consecutive
morning blocks, both consecutive afternoon blocks or both consecutive evening blocks.

●

If you are using the pool and have paid for the full day- Please select the “Swim” as one of the rotation block
options for your group

●

Please note that some activities are not available during different times of the year. Please consult the ranch
directly to find out if all of the activities you would like are available. Sometimes changes to availability are out
of our control. We appreciate your understanding.

Contacts
Who to contact
Head office
Ranch

Rev. Jan 21, 20

Reason for contacting
Questions regarding bookings and or
/ invoicing
Questions regarding visits to the
ranch, your particular schedule,
instructors or whether a particular
activity is on offer on your dates

Email and telephone number
rentals@zajacranch.com
604 739 0444
stephanie@zajacrach.com
604 462 8305

